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WE ARE FLY FISHING
Europe part 5

In the previous four Europe issues we visited no less than 21 countries. And we (e) met almost 40 European fly anglers; each with their own vision on fly-fishing and with their own
story to tell.
What I remember best after reading all these stories, is the awareness that seeps through
the lines. Not only regarding the more obvious things as the need for catch & release,
using rubber nets and ‘keeping them wet’, but also regarding environment, food consumption and the sustainability of both.
Despite the fact that we are all fishermen, one no better than the other, I am convinced
that fly anglers are concerned with much more than just catching fish.
It seems to me that their horizon is just that little bit wider.
If I am right, and after almost two years of making this magazine I like to think I am, this
implies that we (fly anglers) understand the need for change. That if we like to be able to
fish ourselves, or with our children or even their children, in 20 years time, we sometimes
need to combine forces. It may sound a bit corny but together we are that much stronger.
Together we have a voice. Together we are fly fishing!
If you are interested to be a part of we are fly fishing, please hit the 'pleased to meet you' button.
Thank you for your time,
Peter Sikking
PLEASED TO MEET YOU

Greenland
Text: Alan Ward
Photography: Alan Ward

Latitude: 66.93935 Longitude: 53.64230
A fly fishing trip to Greenland, it has been on my wish list
for a while. The stories of arctic char fighting like dogs kept
me pleasantly awake at night. However, the preparation
did not really run smoothly. I did wonder if I would get to
Greenland after months of preparation, to seek out sea
run arctic char.
Three weeks before I was due to head out with another
pal I contracted E. coli – a dose of penicillin put me right,
but I went down with it again one week later, so more
tablets. To cap it all (no pun intended) a major toothache
developed a week before departure, tooth extraction was
the only option and I thought this was all going to be fine.
But no, another infection and more tablets! Bugger me,
the day before I was due for departure I nearly cut off my
finger with a bread knife and at one stage thought I would
need a blood transfusion. I was beginning to wonder if I
was going to turn into a junkie – I was taking so many tablets.
Finally, the departure date arrived, flight to Copenhagen
with an overnight stay at a hotel with a big fat boy steak
washed down with a bottle of vino. Next day saw us flying
to Kangerlussuaq Greenland, with another flight 1 hr later
to Nuuk where we would overnight at Sessimet until the
tide was good to sail 2 hrs through the fjords to disembark
at our camp site. It takes a bit of getting to this place!
Our group was accompanied by other anglers from all
walks of life for the 6.5 days fishing, Germans mainly a
couple of Swedish chaps and one American. Having travelled as far as we could go in the Gemini we were met
with a huge barrow to transport out personal baggage
and food supplies to the camp site 500 meters or so, gruelling work with a couple of folks not pulling their weight,
they soon had a poke in the chest Army style to encourage
them to help out!

It takes a bit of getting to this place!

The camp site was very primitive with the smallest oneman tents you could get - cost of tents obviously scrimped
on by the company - but we adapted to the situation.
The latrine was inspected next and straightaway the pungent smell of shit hit me and thoughts drifted back to my
days in Afghanistan. Whilst serving there the unit would
use makeshift thunder boxes, they stank but this was a
black bin with a lid on and a hole cut out, different thunder box same result I suppose.

The chef was a German lad, his culinary skills shone and
he knocked up some cracking food. There was fresh char
on the menu, from sushi to his own char dishes The taste
of char was delicious, and I doubt I will get to taste that
again anytime soon.
With all the settling in it was time to explore the fishing
pools set within some of the most stunning scenery with
snow-capped mountains and a gin clear river. Mosquitoes
and black flies soon appeared with the gentle breeze gone
and holy fook it was time to quickly get the head nets out,
these little blighters where severe and in the thousands. I
remember going for a dump and that feeling that won’t be
soon forgotten felt like a 2 mm needle being inserted into
my ball bag one morning, jeeze I hope that mozzi is dead
now.

The pungent smell of shit hit me and thoughts
drifted back to my days in Afghanistan.

So, it was off to explore the pools, kitted out with 6-7
weight rods with mainly floating lines and intermediates.
We soon came across a fishy pool that first evening, after
a few kilometres stroll. The first cast I was straight into a
char of around 6lbs that screamed the line off at a rate of
knots, burning my finger on the backing, I thought then
yes, they do fight like dogs. Run after run after run, we
were conscious that we had to get these fish in as soon as
we could to release back into the river.

Next my mate hit one far bigger and he was running
down the bank to catch up with the fish that had literally stripped him downriver 30 yards or so. Unfortunately
he lost that one and we found out during the week that
we were going to lose a fair few with only barbless hooks
allowed. Having fished to around 1 am as it was daylight
24hrs a day we headed back to the campsite to get into a
routine and get some kip.

We spent a fairly uncomfortable
night on the roll matt, with temperatures dropping drastically, just
to remind us we were 35 km from
the arctic circle. A breakfast was
in order after a wash down by the
river just to feel the cold but soft
water, it woke you up a bit.

Breakfast was served up, mainly consisting of
scrambled egg and German sausages. There
were also cereals to choose from each day and
pancakes making an appearance on the odd
day.
Kit packed and always prepared for a sudden
change of weather, clothing for the change was
also taken, video gear and cameras soon piled
the weight on our backs. Due to the weight
allowance for flying we only had enough clothing for 2 days so it was going to have to be
washed down by the river at some point, but
we just opted for a rotation, sort of stank after
a few days of body odour but hey no one was
going to notice – only on the plane on the way
back…..lol.

We eventually made progress finding the better
pools after a day or so, we had taken streamer and
floating foam flies tied up mainly by Lindsay and a
pattern Steve Cullen had sent over to me prior to
departure.
During the next day or so we found these where
ineffective until the evening when the sun had gone
down over the mountains. We found by chance
that Czech nymphs size 10-14 were a far better approach; holding onto a 9-10 lbs char with these tested the rods, which held up well.
Our arms were aching; after one or two of these
fish you had to rest, when the sun passed over the
mountains, floating foam and streamer patterns
came into play. It was great watching a bow wave
following the foam fly and even better when they
took, but you had to hold on as the runs where
fierce.

The week continued still with even further hiking to pools with a boat that you could take up
the fjord to another part of the river to some waterfalls. Here the char where stacked knee
high but to get them to take a fly was another thing, the odd one being taken. This excursion
would involve a 20 km hike without the boat ride, hard going and arduous under foot.
Day 6 arrived and we had had plenty of char, and to be fair lost plenty of great fighting fish.
Bags packed and onto the trolley, with the lightweights who had skived on the inbound doing
most of the pulling and pulling this time. A good departure dinner and a bottle of vino ready
for the return journey home from Greenland. An amazing experience in a perfect setting.
Alan Ward

Iceland dreams
if we can, we will

TRAVEL ADVERTORIAL

SKIP

The mid-highlands of Iceland are famous for their good trout and char rivers and lakes. Fishing in this part
of Iceland is fishing far away from almost everything. It is you and the unspoiled nature. It is going to be an
unforgettable experience.
There are no limits on fishing hours on the highlands. This means you can fish 24/7 (mid-summer).
Fishing on the highlands is for anglers who are in a fair or better shape, and like to walk and enjoy the
privacy of the Icelandic highlands. You can choose to fish for 2-5 days.

TRAVEL SCHEDULE

DAY 1
Your guide picks you up in the morning, takes
you to shop for groceries and then to the
mid-highlands where you start fishing in the
afternoon.
FULL DAYS (1-4 days)
Together with your guide you decide the
fishing hours but he or she is with you fishing
for up to 12 hours every day. Then you can
keep going on your own if you want.
LAST DAY
Fish until noon, then pack your things, tidy
up and drive back to Reykjavik. The guide will
either take you to Reykjavik or to Keflavik if
you prefer.

PACK LIST ICELAND MID-HIGHLANDS
WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING YOURSELF

Rods
A 9 ft for a #5/7 rod will do
Reels
As rods
Line
Floating 5/7
Flies
Nymphs and bead head flies in natural colours.
Small is the secret! 14-16 dry flies can be good
and so can streamers in black, yellow and
orange. Then of course you try what you
believe in!
Clothing & gear
Waders, wading shoes, waterproof jacket,
layered warm clothing
Accessoiries
Anti insect nets, spray, head cover.

info@travelwithcastaway.com
FOR MORE INFO AND PRICES PLEASE USE THE LINK TO OUR WEBSITE

Autumn
Light

Autumn always makes me a little melancholy. In addition to the fact that autumn
confirms the end of summer, which I pity,
it is mainly the autumn light that makes
me feel that way.
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It is not hard to picture Antonio Vivaldi
writing the autumn part of his famous four seasons.
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giving
light
to
texture
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Autumn

the only time I cheat
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Leaving leafs
I live in a city, so I don't
have a big garden,
but I have this fan

tas-

tic tree.
I wish you all a great Autumn
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Norway
Text: Marius Tollan
Photography: Peter Sikking

Who is Marius Tollan?
A short introduction
Marius Tollan is a fly angler, fly tier and a fly
fishing guide at Northern Guiding.
Marius has had almost 30 years to study
the rivers he guides on. 30 years of getting
to know where, when and how to fish and
which fly to use. There is honestly no-one that
knows more about the mighty river Glomma
and her tributaries than Marius.

Rackelhanen
The Rackelhanen is a Swedish pattern devised by Kenneth Bostrøm. It is a very simple and easy to tie caddis pattern and it has a permanent place in my fly box.
The idea behind the Rackelhanen was to tie a superb dry fly by using one material only. And although it is primarily a dry fly, floating like a cork and good for many
fish before having to replace it, you can also fish it as a caddis pupa or diving caddis, submerging it by giving it a firm pull.
I have used this pattern for over 20 years myself and it has a number of qualities that I have not not been able to find in any other fly. My fly box contains Rackelhaner in different shades and sizes, but the dark brown version in sizes 8-16 is my most used fly. Although very easy to tie it is of course important to tie it correctly,
isn’t that true,* Peter?
*RED: before heading out to this part of the Glomma River I tied a couple of Rackelhaner. How difficult can it be? At the river we (both Marius and I) caught our
first fish of the day on the Rackelhanen. After releasing the fish I made some false casts to dry the fly but it wouldn’t float. I used some drying powder, but without
any luck. In the meantime Marius was catching another fish, of course on the same fly he used to catch the first. And then a third came and a fourth….At the end
of the day I asked Marius to show me how to tie a Rackelhanen properly. Here’s how he does it:

FAVO 0NE
Hook: any dry fly hook you like in the size you want
Body: Poly yarn
Wing: Poly yarn
Head: Poly yarn
Cut the poly yarn into 1 cm pieces and make dubbing out of it (I use one of these coffee grinders with
a rapidly rotating blade – burr grinders won’t work).
Attach your thread to the hook, bring it to the bend,
and make a dubbing loop there; introduce the poly
yarn dubbing and spin the loop tight. Wrap the abdomen and tie off.
Tie in the wing. Make it so it covers not only the
top of the hook, but also both sides, (the fly will not
float properly if you don’t).
Make the head the same way as the abdomen and
tie off.
It is a somewhat messy looking fly, but that is why it
works so well. I like the simplicity of this fly. Fast and
easy to tie and it catches lots of fish!

Rackelhanen

FAVO TWO
The MT emerger
My second favourite fly is a pattern of my own design. Again it is a simple to tie fly. I like simple but effective stuff. Less time at the tying bench equals more time on the water.
This fly grew out of a desire to make a caddis emerger, because I was not satisfied with any of the known patterns. Sure, they produced fish, but they also met with lots of refusals, especially in the more heavily fished stretches. I always liked tying with different types of deer hair (roe deer, red deer, and elk). Flies made with this type of hair float well and look catchy.
I have used this pattern for about 4 years now and have had great success with it. I discovered early on, that this fly works in many different situations, and not only in my home range,
but also in other parts of Norway (from glacier-run waters to lakes and other stillwater). And not only as a caddis imitation. I have used it successfully during mayfly hatches as well.
Fishing it ‘blind’ on faster water, it has been the savior on some difficult and picky fish for me in recent years. This fly has become one of my absolute favourites and I always carry some
with me.
I tie this fly in sizes 10-16. I have tried to tie them down to a size 18 but at that size the deer hair starts to be difficult to tie in. The first year I tried many colors and they all kind of work.
These days I use only 3 colours: light olive, gray and one best described as ‘dirty white’.
For this fly, I use roe deer, if for no other reason than that I have a good supply of it, harvested locally, but any good quality ‘comparadun’ hair will do the job. Never use anything other
than natural colour, but feel free to experiment.

Hook: TMC 2488, or similar curved emerger
hook you like
Abdomen: Antron dubbing
Rib: Tying thread
Thorax: Antron dubbing
Underwing: CDC 1-2 feathers depending on
hook size
Overwing and head: roe deer

MT Emerger

B

rand talk
About Brand Talk

Together with a team of international fly tiers and fly anglers, we discuss, just
as you all probably do among yourselves, all things concerning fly-fishing.
From tying thread to rods, from line clippers to clothing, from floatant to license holders. Sometimes these discussions lead to tests, which (hopefully)
lead to results and conclusions. Conclusions that might now and again even be
worth sharing with you.ociete Clee.
We, at we are fly fishing are not bound to any brand. That means we are free to like what we like
and share our opinion with our readers.

In this episode of Brand Talk we would like to introduce to you
the French, family owned company Société CLEE.
I have to admit we were a bit overwhelmed when we first unpacked the package from 7 Bass containing the Jungle Operator.
Not only by its size, but also by the quality of the materials used.
Everything felt very solid. It was immediately obvious that the
Jungle Operator is not a float tube that you casually put in your
backpack and go for a light hike to a remote lake. This is a float
tube that lets you easily take your full-sized rucksack with you
and still have tons of room. After you’ve arrived at your fishing
destination by car, that is.

'So let me be very clear from the start, the Jungle
Operator is nothing like the float tubes most of us are
used to'
About Société CLEE:

Established in 1995, Société CLEE, a family enterprise based in
Bordeaux, France, has been revolutionizing the fishing and hunting marketplace across France and the EU for over 20 years.
Seven Bass Design, a Société CLEE brand, is dedicated to developing specialty fishing watercraft and ancillary fishing accessories. Sebastien Clee has directed product development for the
past 12 years. Société CLEE is consistently a first mover in innovation, design, and technique developments.

Fully dressed
The Jungle Operator comes fully dressed with paddles, a very
comfortable inflatable chair, two king-size removable gearboxes, an integrated stand-up pouch and an easy to assemble and
take down mount for an electric trolling motor, together with
several smaller pockets to stow a camera or fish finder.
Fishing from, and paddling with the Jungle Operator is pure joy.
I was expecting quite a work out, but once I was out on the
water the Jungle Operator is completely in its element. Steady,
light and easy to handle, due to the shark tail support on the
underside.

'I was expecting quite a work out, but once I was out
on the water the Jungle Operator is completely in its
elementt'

Float tube and SUP-board in one
When the weather is calm you can even stand on top of the tube.
Fishing standing up while drifting, and casting your fly in all directions was a new experience to me, and it actually felt a bit like
being on a SUP-board.
The maximum bladder pressure (depending on the total weight
that needs to be supported) is 1 bar. It took me 300 pump strokes
to achieve a pressure of 0,5 bar. That sounds like a lot, but considering you can pump the first 280 times with a single finger (pumping doesn’t take any effort) this is not a problem. For me,
weighing ca. 83 kilograms, 0,5 bar was sufficient.

Company highlights:
- 2011 : Armada. Société CLEE introduces the first tubeless PVC hybrid float tube in Europe.
- 2012 : COBRA. The first hybrid PVC float tube with oars, for improved mobility, launched in
Europe.
- 2014 : JUNGLE OPERATOR. SEVEN BASS DESIGN reinvents float tubes, as we know them, by
integrating dropstitch technology. Renegade anglers can now fish seated or standing. As well
as use fins, oars, or a trolling motor.
- 2015 : SKULLWAY. The first float tube for fishing with an trolling motor mount incorporated.
Go the distance!
- 2016 : BOLT. SEVEN BASS DESIGN introduces the Flex system to anchor gear and customize
cargo storage. Float tubes can now be personalized for the fishing session at hand.
- 2016 : FLATFORM. SEVEN BASS DESIGN registered FLATFORM is introduced.
- 2017 : Série ADVANCE. SEVEN BASS DESIGN float tube anglers now have the choice of a
classic cordura float tube with oars.
- 2017 : TOMAHAWK. A cutting edge design to support enhanced multi-angled casting.
- 2018 : JUNGLE OPERATOR FLEX Wins Efttex’s top award “Innovation of the Year”.
The ultimate float tube is now plug & go ready.
- 2019 : SEVEN BAS DESIGN was crowned this year with 2 Awards at Efftex in Brussels:
BEST FLOATING APPAREL and VISITORS CHOICE for the 2019-20 season for its FLATFORM
JUNIOR.

Norway
Text: Espen Brask Nordfonn
Photography: Espen & friends

Sunnhordland part 2
River fishing

Rivers make up a large part of the landscape in the Sunnhordland region. Rivers of all sizes flow into the many fjords,which in turn empty
into the open sea. I would like to introduce a few of my favourite Sunnhordland area rivers. These rivers mainly hold Atlantic salmon and sea
trout.
Etne River (www.etnelaks.no):
Etne Laks offer exclusive salmon fishing at favourable prices in one of
the best rivers of the west. Fees range from NOK 650, to 950, - ( 65,- to
100 € ) per day per river zone. Etneelva (the Etne river) runs through
idyllic surroundings and is really worth a visit. It is one of Norway's
national salmon rivers.
Its waters are crystal clear and can hold big salmon. Most salmon (up
to three fourth of all salmon caught) are sized between 2-5 kg. In recent
years – roughly from 2017 – the average weight increased to 4 kg.
Despite the fact that in most zones, all types of fishing gear are allowed,
Etneelva is considered by many to be a good river for fly fishing.
The river is divided into 26 zones, with zone 1 close to the Etnefjord,
and the last zone (26) just below the outflow from Stordalsvatnet
(a 6.7 km long mountain lake). In recent years, fish between 12 and 18
kg have been caught with rod and line; the largest, a male salmon of
18.2 kg, was caught by Tore Nielsen from Bergen in 2017.
The season on Enteelva normally opens the 1st of June and closes the
15th of August.

Uskedal river
The Uskedal river is located in the municipality of Kvinnherad,
at the end of the Hardangerfjord. This river is one of the few
rivers that offers fishing for both salmon and sea trout in
Hordaland. It has a catchment area of 46 km2 and is unregulated with the exception of the lower, agricultural reaches.
The salmon route covers a total area of 13 km, 11 km to reach
Fjellandsbøvatnet (mountain lake) from the sea, plus 2 km
above Fjellandsbøvatnet to Børsdalselva (a mountain river).
Fishing this river will set you back NOK 350,- ( about € 35 )
per day.
In recent history, Uskedal river has been mainly a good river for sea trout fishing, but after the river got limed in 2004,
to combat acid rain acidification, the salmon came back.
The 2011 season brought a new record, with almost 1.4
tonnes of fish caught. The lower part of the river is perfect for
fly fishing, while the upper part of the river is best suited to
lures and wobblers. Normally the river opens the 1st of June
and closes September 1.
WEBSITE

Fresh water fishing
In addition to the mainland, Sunnhordland is replete with islands. These islands are without exception rugged and mountainous, and most of those mountains sport lakes. So many
lakes…. you wouldn’t believe it if I quoted the actual number. If
you look at a map of the area it’s basically covered with lakes;
lakes that come in all sizes. From small ponds to large glacier
lakes. Most of these lakes contain fish, mainly brown trout.
Now, I know that hiking up steep mountain sides is not for everybody. But don’t worry. There are more lakes close to roads
than in any other place in Norway. In fact, you can drive by a
lake while en route, stop and park your car, walk 20 meters and
start fishing. 99% of these lakes are free to fish in.
From my personal experience, these lakes have larger trout
than the lakes high up in the mountains. It’s just that many people think you have to go far or go up to the top to get nice and
big trout. And who am I to educate them otherwise…
Gear
For the lakes I would recommend a light setup, with rods from
7-9 ft, for 3-5 weight lines. I would suggest floating lines with
camo and /or fluorocarbon tippet. The area sees many different
insect types , but these are some ‘must have’ flies:
Mosquito flies size 14-22.
Daddy longlegs size 10-16
Caddisflies size 10-16
Mayflies size 14-20,
Ants size 12-18.
If you’re not a dry fly fisherman or the conditions do not favour
dry fly fishing, you should switch to streamers or small nymphs.
Most things work in these lakes. So whether you’re a ‘dry or
die’ type of person or a streamer guy is no matter. You will catch
fish. If you’re insecure about fishing in a lake or a river you can
always visit WWW.INATUR.NO for information and of course to
buy your fishing licenses.

The Pike fisherman
For most people, fishermen and especially Pike fishermen, appear to be part of a small group sheer
lunatics in search of a doubtable trophy. The pike fisherman might just confirm this. Waking before
dawn is painful, even for the hardened souls. For his fishery is set in fall and winter times. When the
days are shortened and storm and harsh weather are worthy competitors. Yet nothing is comparable
and more satisfying than catching a glimmering wild green hunter named Esox lucius.
Convinced that wet dreams are only for teenagers? You never met a true Pike angler. Day or night, he
dreams of early morning willows, in mist covered landscapes and peace and tranquillity accompanied by
huge and vicious fighting Pike.
Though catching Pike is on the top of his list, it is not only fish the Pike fisherman is after.
The delight of mystery fish filled waters wrapped in veiled freedom are every bit as important as the final
catch. It offers the Pike fisher a peek. A peek in an impenetrable liquid world.
Understanding that fishing for Pike is not only about catching the most feared freshwater hunter, brings
you closer to the man behind the Pike rod. He who can see beyond, notices modesty and respect.
Two values deeply engraved in the Pike fisherman. There is though, after catching a big Pike, no greater
satisfaction than sharing his catch and additional stories with other Pike anglers. As they live in the same
shimmery world.
Pike is, no doubt, a freshwater assassin. Smart as a fox and fast as lightning. Always ready to attack. There
is however one living animal on this planet who is just that essential tiny bit smarter: the pike fisherman
and his oversized streamer.
In his search for Pike, the Pike fisherman reveals a veil. A veil withdrawn from nature itself. He senses the
water. As a dog sniffing a fresh trail. All this concentrated excitement purpose one goal: a brown-green,
arm ranching yellow eyed monster. Taken out of liquid nothing. And after a quick snapshot she is set free.
Disappearing, with one big blow of her tail. Returning to the same nothing she came from.
Knowing it has been hunted down, the Pike stays low. At least for a few days. Not aware of the fact that
not he, the Pike, but the Pike fisherman is the hunted one. For he is haunted by Pike for life.

Thanks to BBC and a passion for angling

Bamboo
part 1

Netherlands
Text: Dr. Henk Verhaar
Photography: Dr. Henk Verhaar

Why splitcane
You could question why anyone would still want to fish with splitcane fly rods in these modern
times, and with good reason. After all, better materials have become available over the last 60
years or so? First glass fibre in its different forms, then carbon fiber, in increasingly better, stiffer
versions, and even boron.
As usual, the answer is not that simple, but the take-home message is that those materials are not
by definition better - especially not for lighter, shorter rods. The ascent of glass fibre is attributable
more to the (American) embargo on imports from China, which also included tonkin bamboo, than
to the superior properties of the base material, especially when you consider the glass fibre and
resins, and the methods of manufacturing used back then. For carbon fiber, comparable arguments
can be made - again looking at the state of the material and manufacturing in the early 1970s. In
those early years, carbon fibre blanks were certainly better than the glass rods of the time, which
by then had almost completely supplanted bamboo, but in retrospect, certainly not overall better
than bamboo. And boron? Boron was a mistake - on paper, the material had better properties than
carbon fiber, but it was, and still is, utterly impossible (or at least wildly impracticable) to manufacture fibers useful for fishing rod construction. These days, about the only rods that still incorporate
boron, at least nominally, are the Winston rods, which actually consist mainly of carbon fiber and
resin, with only a limited percentage of boron.
Having said that, my primary consideration for bamboo, apart from the intrinsic properties of the
material and the rods that can be made from it, is the fact that, unlike with plastic (fibre) rods,
where you always depend on what blank manufacturers have to offer, with bamboo you can actually design and construct your own blank. And with relatively simple tools. Not that designing a blank
is an easy task; it requires a good deal of study and making (and discarding) quite a few prototypes,
but it is very possible. And even if you do not want to spend that much time on understanding tapers and rod properties, but want to get building right away, a more than sufficient number of tapers have been published and reviewed over the years, to choose from. You can even modify these
in certain ways without too much trouble, if you want, such as building them hollow, stiffening or
ligthening the tip, using a different type of ferrule, or using a revolutionary type of glue (if you know
where to get it) - computer programs are available for such 'standard' modifications. All things that
you cannot do with a plastic blank.

But first, lets have some history, and clear up some misunderstandings while we're at it

Picture from the Fishing the World 2015 issue of Sporting Classics.

Some history
In the early 19th century, fishing rods were still glorified willow branches, not unlike in the ages
of Dame Juliana Berners, or Izaak Walton ... There were of course innovations, such as ferrules or
splices to make a longer rod, or the use of tropical hardwoods, which allowed stronger, and more
resilient rods - mainly as a result of the availability of tropical forest harvests to the British and
Americans. In the Netherlands we had little or no history of fishing as a pastime, let alone of developments in the area of fishing tackle. Those wooden rods were heavy, slow, and often broke under
relatively light loads. THe second half of the 19th century saw innovations in rod making, with alternative materials and construction methods. Not least by using varying bamboo species, which
at the time became available, mainly from India - first Calcutta bamboo, Dendrocalamus strictus, a
bamboo species with a relatively thin wall and many prominent knots. And many dark brown spots.
Not unlike the bamboo still used for those dirt-cheap three-piece bamboo rods with the hopeless
aluminium ferrules ...
Japan already had its tenkara rods, made from whole bamboo culms, but such rods were not particularly suitable for Western type fishing. Western rod makers, at the time mostly local hardware
suppliers and gunsmiths, began to experiment with fishing poles constructed from strips of bamboo, sawn or split from bamboo culms. First two, then three and four strips. Because bamboo was
more abundant in England, with its colonies in the Far East, than in America, the first experiments
were mainly done there. However, the honor for the first complete rods made from bamboo strips
probably goes to America. Samuel Philippe, a gunsmith from Pennsylvania, was arguably the first to
make a complete fly rod from split-and-glued bamboo , circa 1850. However, no copies of his rods
have survived. The credits for the first six-sided rod goes to Hiram Leonard, of Maine, later New
York. His innovations are well documented.

Still, bamboo rod-making remained a cottage industry for a long time, mainly practiced by gunsmiths
and other craftsmen. There were several reasons for this - fishing as a pastime was the prerogative
of a rather limited group of people - people who could afford to spend lots of time and money on
non-productive labor (that is, rich people). You have to keep in mind that if you wanted to go fishing
in the trout streams of upstate New York as a wealthy New Yorker, it would require at a bare minimum a few weeks of your time, to reach the densely forested Catskills on foot, on horseback, or
by stagecoach, fish, and get back to New York. Fishing was something for the privileged few, so rod
building was not a very profitable industry - there was a much larger market for rifles and pistols.
Also, Calcutta bamboo was not really an ideal material for the construction of bamboo strip rods, certainly not rods constructed from 6 strips - because of the thin layer of vascular bundles called 'power
fibers' in Calcutta cane, the material was more suitable for building in four strips. This situation did
not change until the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, as a result of a number
of developments, including the emergence of a large, well-to-do middle class (providing a larger market), the ongoing cultivation of large swathes of pristine land (offering better access to fishing spots),
greatly improved travel options (especially with the construction of railways), and last but not least
the emergence of Tonkin bamboo as a superior alternative to Calcutta bamboo (stronger, thicker
walls, and a much more favorable node pattern) were the most important.

fishing as a pastime was the prerogative of a rather limited group of people - people who
could afford to spend lots of time and money on non-productive labor

Hiram Leonard
Yet it would take the developments pioneered by Hiram Leonard, before splitcane rod construction
really took off. He was the one to transform the fishing rod industry from a cottage industry into a
full-blown manufacturing enterprise, by mechanizing the important steps in the building process,
such as cutting the bamboo poles into strips, forming the taper by milling these strips, and gluing the
finished strips to completed rod joints.
In the following years, partly prompted by the ever-growing prosperity, and with that the ever-increasing amount of leasure time, coupled with a strong urge, certainly in America, to spend that
time in the great outdoors, which inevitably included hunting and fishing as reflection of the pioneer
spirit still present in Americans, the market for fishing rods grew explosively. And in those days, fishing rods meant fly rods. With that growth, the number of companies involved in fishing rod manufacture grew. Large companies and small, targeting mass production or bespoke custom tackle, from
Heddon, and Montague, via South Bend and Cross, to Orvis, Leonard, Powell, and Granger. Followed
by companies as Winston, Phillipson, Wright & McGill, Paul Young, and so on. At the same time England saw the establishment and growth of companies like Hardy's, Ogden Smith, and Allcocks; and
France had its Pezon & Michel, to name but a few.
The 1930s to 50s of the 20th century were the heyday of the splitcane rod. And without the American embargo on imports from China in the early 1950s (as a result of the Communist revolution
there) this might have continued well into the final quarter of the 20th century, when carbon fibre
provided the first _real_ improvement in rod manufactur. The glass fibre rods developed in the 50s
and 60s (solid glass, then Howald process spun hollow glass, followed by woven mat hollow glass)
were, to be honest, clearly inferior to the splitcane rods made during that time. But they were much
cheaper, especially with the virtual unavailability of tonkin, that could only be obtained via gray imports from England and France, and much more easily mass-produced. In addition, fishing as a leisure
activity, due not least to the rapidly increasing prosperity in the 1950s and 1960s, took off on a massive scale - creating a market that could only be satisfied with mass-produced glass rods. These two
developments in particular - the embargo on tonkin in the US, and the rapid growth of the market,
resulted in a marginalization of bamboo rods and a dominance of fiber-reinforced plastic rods, first
glass, then carbon and boron, as well as a number of more or less failed and forgotten experiments.

And in those days, fishing rods meant fly rods

For a more detailed peek into how industrial rods were built - at all larger companies, including Hardy, Pezon & Michel, and Leonard - watch the film 'To Cane a Trout', available online, which depicts
the process as it was in the 50s and 60s at Hardy's. Don't be alarmed, because it is all sawing and
milling - no splitting and hand planing. And no rod is made from strips from a single bamboo culm...
However, even in this era of mass production of 'plastic' fishing rods, there were the basement craftsmen who, using 'amateur' tools (such as splitting froes, hand planes, and planing forms), homespun
power tools such as router-based bevellers, or surplus machinery from defunct manufacturers, kept
building bamboo rods. Just as some traditional rod manufacturers - most notably Orvis, Winston,
and Scott, continue to offer bamboo rods for a select group of customers, if for nothing more than
nostalgia. Still, it seemed that fishing with bamboo was dying a slow but sure death.
That is, until in the early 1970s the book 'A Master's Guide to Building the Bamboo Flyrod', authored
by Hoagy B. Charmichael and Everett Garrison, was published, after the death of the latter. Garrison
was a railroad engineer who built rods as a gifted amateur - that is, with a planing form. However,
he had applied so much of his technical and engineering knowledge to his designs and process, combined with his pursuit of perfection in construction and finishing, that his rods are held in higher regard than those of many major manufacturers. The publication of this book, in which this approach
is described in great detail, was a major impetus for a revival in the 'traditional' rod building industry
that began in the 1980s and 1990s and continues to this day.

Part 2: 'but why then still bamboo' read about it in our Christmas issue

VSSL CAMP SUPPLIES
Searching for a device that can keep
all of your critical gear organized?
Search no longer!
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VSSL CAMP SUPPLIES is stocked with over 70 pieces of essential
outdoor gear that you’ll want anytime you head into the wild,
conveniently organized in a virtually indestructible, watertight,
military-grade aluminum vessel.
The contents – including waterproof matches, a water purification kit, a compass, a wire saw and much more – were curated
with advice from military and first responders.
With a sleek, minimalist design, at only two inches in diameter
and weighing in at less than a pound, VSSL CAMP SUPPLIES is a
no-brainer for throwing in a bag every time you head outside.
At the very least, it provides peace of mind; at its most essential,
it keeps the adventure going.

Poland
Text: Pawel Przybylowski
Photography: Lukasz Stanczuk & Grzegorz Gorski

Triple ‘no kill’
My name is Pawel Przybylowski and I live in the south of Poland,
close to the border with the Czech Republic and Slovakia.
Thanks to that, I have many mountain rivers within reach.
The rivers Dunajec, San, and Skawa are three Polish rivers that
are most often the destination of my fishing trips. Each of these
have their ‘no kill’ stretch. They are the primary focus of my
attention because they are well managed and there are plenty
of fish.

San
The river San is another large, beautiful river, flowing in south-eastern
Poland through the Bieszczady Mountains. This area is sparsely populated and the environment is still untouched by humans.
We find here beautiful views, mountains, forests and also peace and
quiet. Here, the special sector starts below the Myczkowce dam.
The San has a wide river bed. In many places the current is calm and
smooth, sometimes interrupted by rapids. In normal conditions wading is comfortable and safe here. The access to water is also good.
But a car with a higher suspension might be advisable.
The river is known for its large trout and grayling, and big Danube
salmon. During autum, grayling is my goal. It is than when you have a
chance of trophy grayling.
In autumn, on the San, I mainly fish with a dry fly or micro nymph on a
long leader and a floating fly line.
It is also worth trying your hand at the great Danube salmon. Fish over
one meter are not uncommon. Unfortunately, I haven't managed to
catch the Queen of San yet, but experienced hunters do it regularly.

Dunajec
The Dunajec is a beautiful large river flowing through the Pieniny Mountains.
Its Special Stage begins in the tourist town of Krościenko nad Dunajcem,
where we can find a tackle shop, buy licenses, rent a room and hire a guide.
The river is full of trout, grayling, Danube salmon, barbel and chub. Thanks to
that, we can successfully fish all year round. Water access is easy, and we can
reach most places by car. Wading the Dunajec is very demanding with a very
diverse bottom. There are large boulders, pits and fault, and it's easy to slip
and take a swim. It is well worth bringing a wading stick.
Of course this means that the structure of the river bed is perfect for
Euro-style nymphing, and this is the method I use there most of the time.
However, hit the river at the right moment, and you can have a great day
dry fly fishing; there are plenty of caddisflies and mayflies here.
The deep pits are the spots where, using a large streamer, we can target
huge trout and Danube salmon.

Skawa
The no-kill sector on which I fish is located near the city of
Wadowice, below the Świnna Poręba reservoir. The Skawa is
a much smaller river than the Dunajec and the San. The river
bed is very diverse with many hiding places for fish. Thanks to
the group of people who look after the river, it is a very attractive fishery. Mainly brown trout, rainbow trout and grayling
are caught here.
The nature of the river allows you to use any method of fly
fishing. However, I prefer dry fly fishing here. During the time
of insect hatches, you can count on the big rainbow trout rising. Thanks to the large numbers of insects, the fish are
strong and they fight well. Access to water is also very good
and wading is easy.
Pawel Przybylowski
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Sleeping in Haven
Derek Tillotson

A few years ago my wife and I sold our house to travel the world with our three young kids (two
sons and a daughter). We visited 38 countries in just over a year. It was the best year of my life.
While my wife led us to cities and museums, I have always pulled our family towards nature.
I find my Haven in hard to reach places far from the comforts of home.
I can get everything I need from a few days off trail....except a good night's sleep.
Like most of us, I am completely spoiled by our big mattress at home. That is why
sleeping on 2 inches of foam on the ground when camping with a tent, or using a traditional
hammock is just no substitute. I hoped someone would figure out how to make sleeping outdoors comfortable, never thought it would be me.
One day I found myself trying to get comfortable in a camping hammock. I envisioned my head
and feet lowering, so my body was on a single plane. With this spark of an idea, the wheels
started turning.
After trying every other product on the market, I finally decided to roll up my sleeves and take
matters into my own hands. Why stop with just a hammock? By building a full, self-contained
tent I could get a great night sleep no matter the terrain.

I hoped someone would figure out how to make sleeping
outdoors comfortable, never thought it would be me.

What followed was beginner’s luck. My first prototype was imperfect but already
created the flat-lay I was going for. Our next couple of prototypes were a step in
the wrong direction, but I kept at it. The success of that first prototype convinced
me that with a few tweaks this could be a gamechanger.

Haven was born out of my backyard, where I researched,
designed, and experimented with ways to create the perfect
tent. With the straps, stakes and guy lines a Haven can be set
up just about anywhere; and best of all it lays perfectly flat.
Wherever your travels take you, let comfort follow!
Derek Tillotson

Slovenia
Text: Uroš Kristan
Photography: Uroš & friends

Uroš Kristan, better known as Urko, is the owner of URKO Fishing
Adventures based in Slovenia.
Besides a professional fly fishing guide and nature lover, Uroš is
an active conservationist, supporter of sustainable fishing and, as
a angling warden, part of a environmental group in Slovenia.
And if that is not enough; member of two Slovenian angling clubs
(angling Club Vrhnika and Angling Club Idrija) and he mentors
young fly anglers.

The start
At the age of ten, my father, a fly angler himself, took
me and my younger brother fly-fishing on one of the
best European chalk streams; the river Unica. On this
beautiful river I made my first casts and it is where I
caught my first fish. You will never forget your first fish,
and mine was a grayling on a dry fly.
Since that day fly-fishing became a significant part
of my life. It's hard to explain my feelings when I am
standing in the middle of a river all by myself. It doesn’t
matter if it is pursuing trout, grayling or any other fish.
For me it's like visiting a church. The river disconnects
me from life’s hectic. I can connect with nature and just
get lost in time and space, thinking of nothing in particular. So for me, over time, these beautiful Slovenian
rivers became my sanctuary, a place to get away and
clear my mind.
High and low
A few years ago, when I was at my lowest in life, as
our family business collapsed, which left us with less
to nothing and with no real prospects for the future, I
needed a plan and I needed it fast. I had to reconsider
and change the future I thought I was working for.
After careful consideration and a few sleepless nights,
I came up with a plan. I was going to change my hobby
into a fly-fishing business. After all, it was something
I had experience in. And second, if I could transduce
some of the amazing feeling I got myself by holding a
fly rod, casting on our beautiful and pristine rivers in
this green and still relatively unspoiled country, it could
work.

Six years ago
Six years ago, I established my guiding services URKO Fishing Adventures.
And today we are offering fly fishing on a few of the best Slovenian rivers. For example on the emerald daughter of mountains Soča river. On
the river Idrijca, one of the best streams right now in Europe for marble
trout. Or the river Unica, which is one of the best grayling rivers in Europe. And what do you think about the green karst beauty Krka with its
famous cascades made out of travertine. The fresh mountain beauties
Savinja, Sava Bohinjka, Radovna, and many more, which are slight of the
radar, but equally excellent and pristine.

The specialty of UFA is our guided tour to target two Apax predatory fish in Slovenia;
pike and the king of Slovenian waters, the hucho hucho (Danube salmon).

Ethics & keep them wet

Being a guide allowed me to promote and share my ethics on how a modern fly angler should act on a river and
how to handle his catch. All this got noticed, and I became
the first non-American Keep Fish Wet ambassador (former
Keepemwet Fishing).
Keep fish wet.org is a nonprofit organization that teaches
anglers on how to improve catch and release so we can
lower the mortality of the fish and its stress factor.
‘The practice of catch-and-release has been used as a conservation tool for over a century. While it doesn’t take a
scientists to know that releasing fish (as opposed to keeping them) means more fish to be caught again another day,
scientific studies specifically focused on how fish respond
to capture, handling, and release can be used to help reduce the negative impacts of catch-and-release, and act
as the basis of ‘best practices’. This type of research has
gained momentum in last several decades, and now there
are hundreds of scientific studies on catch-and-release,
revealing if fish live or die, if their behavior or physiology is
impacted, and if they have short or long-term impacts’

I want to point out that I also love to take photos of fishing
adventures. I'm far from being a professional with a camera, but I do manage to get some shots right occasionally.
At least for myself and my guests. A
Tight lines & Keep Fish Wet,
Uroš

Sweden
Text: Peter Corzilius
Photography: Peter Corzelius

Swedish Lapland
Since my first trip in 2010 I am captivated by its almost untouched nature. Its clear
and practically unspoiled rivers and lakes. Its wildlife and even its erratic weather
conditions. I am talking about the northernmost part of Sweden, Swedish Lapland.

Arctic char
The more I visited this part of Sweden the more fascinated I became. Especially
by one species in particular: the arctic char. The wild arctic char of the Swedish
mountains, far north of the polar circle.
These fish grow to good sizes and become very worthy opponents. Not only are
they very strong, the big ones are also very difficult to find and to catch. To get
to those fish I personally combine fishing with hiking. Of course you can take a
helicopter, but then you’ll miss half of the experience.

Rising temperatures
The arctic char is a real cold water lover. The rising temperatures in the arctic region directly affect
the population of the char. If the water gets too warm the arctic char population decreases and often grayling take over. But in many regions of the Swedish mountains you can still find really good
arctic char fishing. But be prepared, you are in for a real adventure when deciding to chase some
arctic char. No mobile services, change in temperatures from -5 to +25 in 24 hours. Snow together
with a never setting sun….the home of the arctic char really is something else.

When deciding to chase some arctic char in this part of the world, you betterprepar,
you are in for a real adventure No mobile services, change in temperatures from -5
to +25 in 24 hours. Snow together with a never setting sun….the home of the arctic
char really is something else.

All night long
One gets rewarded with incomparable sceneries and - with a little bit of luck - very good dry fly fishing. Early in the season the char feast on mosquitos and other small insects. Simple black and small
flies is what gets you most of your fish. When the caddisflies start hatching, life is good. Aggressive
takes and very active fish keep you awake all night long.
As mentioned before, the arctic char is a strong fighter. Even the small ones will take line, and bigger
fish, around 1,5-2 kilos, can easily take 50-60 meters in one run. So double-check your backing before
you start your char adventure.

Respect
Why arctic char? For me personally it is the combination of the wild Swedish mountains
and the sheer beauty of the arctic char. All those colors of the char don’t really fit into
the ‘picture’. The picture of the cold and often quite grey landscape above the Swedish
tree line.
Moreover, I have great respect for this fish. No other fish manages to live in those cold
waters so far up north. The char truly is the last resort of fish in an environment where
we humans sometimes struggle only after a few days. My fascination for the arctic char
only grew with the years.

Catch and release
It is very important to release the fish. Arctic char grow quite slowly and can
grow up to 40 years old. So use small, single, barbless hooks and reduce
fighting time and handling as much as possible. By releasing these fish you
help them to survive for as long as possible. Global warming does enough
damage already. If you are planning your own adventure, let the guys of we
are fly fishing know and together we will help you where we can.

Norway
Text: Thor Oddvar
Photography: Torogthor

Torogthor is started by Norwegian anglers Tor
Harald and Thor Oddvar, Torogthor (“Tor and
Thor”) is a group of native fly anglers who will
take you fly-fishing all over Norway.

Summer in Norway
Atlantic salmon

July - summer in Norway. The Atlantic salmon have just returned
from the ocean, trying to find their way back to their home rivers
situated deep in the Norwegian fjords. It is time for one of the
greatest events of the year: fly-fishing for salmon!

The west part of Norway is brutally beautiful. Large mountains, deep fjords and
lots of open sea. It is here that you can find some of the best salmon rivers in
Norway. And after a long cold winter, we cannot wait to prepare our fly rods
and start the hunt for those silver bullets. In the often-dark hours of winter we
have tied all our flies for the next season. And imagined the movement, the
cast and of course the catch.

New rivers
This time we will try a new river not too far away from our hometown. This river is well-known for its big salmon. The overall conditions
(weather and water level) are looking pretty good. This part of Norway
sees a lot of rain, and a lot of rain is always good for (salmon) fishing.
To be able to travel up the heavy rapids and cascades, salmon need a lot
of water. Once it starts to rain the salmon begin their journey from the
sea up the rivers. When this happens it is time for us to grab our rods
and head out.

First casts
The three first casts are always the most exciting. What will happen?
Will a salmon take the fly? If nothing happens after a few casts, we have
to change our tactics.
Having changed flies for a couple of times, it finally happens: a big
salmon sees the fly and strikes.
And It really is a big one. You can feel the power of this amazing
creature from your hand all the way through your arm and into your
shoulder. After fighting for almost 40 minutes, we finally land a beautiful
big Atlantic salmon. It weighs 10.5 kilos. As it is a real team effort to land
a big Atlantic salmon, we are all happy. Doing it all by yourself is possible, but extremely hard. The team effort makes it a pleasure for all of us.
I think we’ll have a beer or two tonight.

Two days later we go to another river not that far a
way from the first one. This is a more complicated
river, with a lot of heavy waterfalls. This means that
you have to be careful when you hook a larger salmon.
If it chooses to swim downstream at full speed you
will most certainly lose the fish.

After two days of fishing in very bad conditions, 20°+ Celsius and lots of sunshine,
we finally catch another. This one, good for a full hour packed with action, weighs
exactly 12 kilos an is a new personal best for Espen, the fly angler of the day.
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'on hot summer days terrestrial insects land on the water and can
make daytime fishing almost as thrilling as the first mayfly hatches'.

A view to kill for

It is around 9 o’clock on a cold October morning as I open my tent.
SUBSCRIBERS WILL RECEIVE THE MAGAZINE 5 TIMES
With a cup of hot coffee in one hand while the other is still in my
A YEAR FOR FREE
sleeping bag with the rest of my body, I enjoy the view outside.
Today is my birthday but I don’t expect a lot of visitors. I am in the
southern part of Hardangervidda Norway. Checking out the local
fishing opportunities.
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help them help

right...copyright......
We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright.
It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.
INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM
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adv@weareflyfishing.com
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